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. . . sunburst
birth
innocence
immaturity
fear
relapse
neglect
withdrawal
selfishness
timid in action
timid in reaction
timid in nature
sunburst
moralization
realization
physical growth
mental growth
emotional growth
spiritual growth
sunburst
stability
responsibility
commitment
relapse
rebellion
denial
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sunburst
wisdom
truth
selflessness
expression
outreach
happiness
expectation
sunburst
recreation
experiences
memories
relapse
exhaustion
aged
sleepiness
death

embracing truth
I embrace the light within,
and allow it to consume me.
Darkness retreats in fear,
and I use my inner strength
to keep it away.
My life is my gift,
and my love for it
gives me joy.
Thus, the purity of serenity
can’t be far behind.
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flight
Dreams
are meant to be fulfilled,
and dreams
are meant to be shard.
That’s what he thought.
That’s what he
always wanted.
He was so full of life.
His soul was free,
but his body
was weighted
with illness.
His heart grew heavy
with each passing day,
but he never gave up,
and he never lost sight
of his dreams.
I respected him for that.
I respected him
for who he was,
and I was grateful for
for the time
that we did have.
And every time
I think of him,
I will smile
because I know
that he
would have
wanted it that way.
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the looking glass
In the midst of
the sultry summer sunshine,
I stare into the looking glass
at the days gone by.
I see a reflection of myself
and the person whom
I used to be.
I was so very shy,
and soft-spoken,
with an unquenchable thirst
for a better place in time.
Oh, how nervous I was
to speak my mind
or share my thoughts
with anyone.
But I’m not that person
anymore.
(I’m nothing like
that timid little girl
whom I left behind.)
And as I sit here staring
into my own two eyes,
I must assume
that the little girl
whom I knew so very long ago
has finished serving her place.
in time.
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the moon
the moon
soulful synergy
intoxicating, exhilarating, observing
comforting my broken heart
lumination
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